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We investigated the temperature-dependent magnetoresistance of granular ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs
hybrids grown on ~100! GaAs in different transport geometries. The observed magnetoresistance
effects are much bigger than for a corresponding ~Ga,Mn!As reference sample without MnAs
nanoclusters. We find that the magnetoresistance effects depend strongly on the chosen transport
geometry. When the external field is perpendicular to the sample plane the effects are largest. The
smallest effects occur when the external field is in the sample plane and parallel to the current.
Furthermore, we have established by ferromagnetic resonance studies that the magnetic properties
of the ensemble of ferromagnetic MnAs nanoclusters is similar for the magnetic field orientations
studied. Therefore, the observed anisotropy of the magnetoresistance mainly reflects the difference
in current path through the sample which leads to a variation of the degree of interaction between
the free carriers in the matrix and nanoclusters. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Semiconductor-ferromagnetic hybrid structures are cur-
rently of interest as potential materials for spintronics and
spin optoelectronics as they combine Curie temperatures TC
above room temperature and semiconductor properties.1,2

Possible hybrid structures are structures of alternating layers
of ferromagnetic metals and paramagnetic semiconductors as
well as structures where ferromagnetic nanoclusters are em-
bedded in a paramagnetic semiconductor. An important as-
pect in the design of such structures for device applications
is to maximize magnetoresistance ~MR! effects. To date,
there are only a few reports on the MR effects in granular
semiconductor-ferromagnet hybrids such as
Ga12xMnxAs/MnAs,3,4 GaAs/ErAs,5 GaAs/MnSb,6,7 or
Ge12yMny /Mn11Ge8 ,8 where negative and positive MR ef-
fects are commonly observed.3,4,8 Here we study the
temperature-dependent MR effect in the ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs
hybrids for different transport geometries and its correlation
to the magnetic properties of the MnAs clusters.

~Ga,Mn!As layers containing MnAs clusters of ellipsoi-
dal shape were grown at 500°C by metalorganic vapor
phase epitaxy on ~100! GaAs substrates. The sample struc-
ture is depicted schematically in the inset of Fig. 1~a!. The
diameter of the clusters varies from about 35 to 120 nm and
the corresponding height from 15 to 150 nm. The TC of all
hybrids is well above 300 K. For comparison we have grown
a paramagnetic Ga12xMnxAs reference sample without
MnAs clusters. The Mn content in the paramagnetic material
was x'0.1% for all samples. For the ferromagnetic reso-
nance ~FMR! measurements a standard X-band setup was

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
klarp@mailer.uni-marburg.de
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used.9 MR measurements were performed between 15 and
300 K and in magnetic fields (H) up to 10 T. H was applied
either perpendicular ~along GaAs @100#! or parallel ~along
@011#! to the sample plane. In the latter case, the magnetore-

FIG. 1. ~a! AFM height image of a ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrid ~b! corre-
sponding amplitude image ~i.e., height derivative profile!. Inset: schematic
sample structure.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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sistance was measured with current I ~along @011#! iH or I
~along @0-11#! 'H . The MR ratio is defined as Dr(H)/r0
5@r(H)-r0#/r0 , where r0 and r(H) are the resistivities in
zero-field and at H , respectively. The structural properties of
the MnAs nanoclusters in the ~Ga,Mn!As matrix were stud-
ied by transmission electron microscopy as well as by atomic
force microscopy ~AFM!.2 Figure 1~a! shows exemplarily an
AFM height image of the surface of the sample with the
smallest clusters. The MnAs nanoclusters are embedded in
the ~Ga,Mn!As matrix close to the sample surface. They are
distributed homogeneously and are all of comparable size.
Figure 2 depicts the angular dependence of the FMR signal
in the ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrid with the smallest clusters.
The axis of rotation ~perpendicular to H) was chosen parallel
to the GaAs @011# direction. The positions ~1! and ~2! in the
figure correspond to field geometries where Hi@100# and
Hi@0-11# . Two distinct quasiparabolic resonance curves are
observed assigned to subensembles of clusters of similar ori-
entation. A detailed analysis of the FMR data reveals that the
c axis of the hexagonal MnAs clusters is close to the four
equivalent ~111! directions of GaAs. The easy axis of mag-
netization of the MnAs clusters is always found in the basal
plane perpendicular to the c axis.9 In particular, the behavior
of the total magnetization of the MnAs clusters is compa-
rable for the two field geometries. Furthermore, FMR and
magnetization measurements reveal that there is also virtu-
ally no difference in the magnetization behavior for the two
in-plane geometries where Hi@011# and Hi@0-11# , respec-
tively, for samples grown at 500 °C ~in contrast to samples
grown at 600 °C).2

Figure 3 depicts the temperature-dependence of the MR
effect in the ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrid with the smallest clus-
ters for three different transport geometries. Figure 3~a!
shows the temperature dependent MR in the geometry where
H ~along @100#! 'I . At low temperatures, a strong negative
MR is observed. At T515 K, the MR decreases slowly at
low H , and then on further increasing H keeps decreasing at
a constant rate without saturation. A MR of 230% is
achieved at H510 T. With increasing temperature, the nega-
tive MR effect is suppressed and then changes to a positive
MR at a temperature T1540 K. The magnitude of the posi-
tive MR effect increases further with increasing temperature
and reaches a maximum at a temperature T2560 K. It al-
ways increases with increasing H and does not reach a satu-

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the FMR signal ~field derivative of absorp-
tion in black and white scale! in the ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrid. ~1! The
external magnetic field perpendicular to the sample surface along @100#. ~2!
the external magnetic field in the plane along @0-11#. T5150 K.
ration up to H510 T. For H510 T a MR value of 160% is
observed at T2 . Above T2 , the MR effect becomes smaller
again, but remains positive up to 300 K. Figure 3~b! shows
the temperature dependence of the MR in the geometry
where H ~along @0-11#!'I . In this geometry, the MR behav-
ior as a function of field and temperature is similar to that in
the first geometry, but the magnitude of the effect is reduced.
The maximum positive MR effect is only about 50% at H
510 T and T2560 K. The MR effects in the ~Ga,Mn!As/
MnAs hybrids for the two geometries in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!
differ considerably in magnitude as well as field and tem-
perature behavior from those observed for the Ga12xMnx As
samples (x,0.5%) without MnAs clusters.10 The MR ef-
fects in samples with clusters are more than an order of mag-
nitude larger than in the reference samples without clusters.
When H ~along @0-11#! iI , as depicted in Fig. 3~c!, the MR
effects are smallest. However, at low fields H,5 T, the MR
behavior is similar to that of the other two geometries. The
MR changes very slowly with increasing H; it changes from
negative to positive with increasing temperature; and the MR
effect is largest at T2560 K. However, at high fields H
.5 T the MR is always negative and keeps decreasing
monotonically without saturation up to H510 T. The nega-
tive MR effect at 10 T is again largest at T2 . However, the
magnitude of MR effect in this orientation is comparable to
that in the paramagnetic ~Ga,Mn!As reference sample with-
out MnAs nanoclusters.

Similar results for all three transport geometries were
observed for samples with other cluster sizes. With increas-
ing cluster size ~i.e., diameter.35 nm and height.15 nm),
both temperatures T1 and T2 were found to increase whereas
the magnitude of the MR effect was found to decrease. Simi-

FIG. 3. Field-dependence of the magnetoresistance of a ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs
hybrid at various temperatures for different transport geometries.
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lar MR curves as a function of field and temperature were
also measured on ~Ga,Mn!As /MnAs hybrids prepared by
other methods.3,4 Wellmann et al. reported a similar behavior
for ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrids with smaller clusters with di-
ameters below 50 nm and observed the largest MR effects
for the 50 nm clusters.3 This suggests that there exists an
optimum cluster size where the MR effects are maximum.
This is further corroborated by results of Akinaga et al. who
found a similar temperature dependence of the MR effects,
but much smaller than in this work, in ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs
hybrids with cluster sizes below 10 nm.4 The temperature
dependence of the MR effect appears to be an intrinsic fea-
ture of the ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrid system, in particular, as
the effect is almost independent of the preparation method. A
similar temperature dependence was also observed in
Ge12yMny :Mn11Ge8 hybrids.8

Figure 4 summarizes the temperature dependence of the
MR effects for the three transport geometries. In all three
graphs the MR values at H510 T are depicted as a function
of temperature for the ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrid and for the
~Ga,Mn!As reference sample without MnAs clusters. For all
three geometries the magnitude of the MR effect is biggest at
the characteristic temperature T2 and approaches that of the
sample without clusters at the highest temperatures. The MR
effect due to the clusters is enhanced strongly in the
~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrid compared with the ~Ga,Mn!As
without MnAs clusters, when I'H @Figs. 4~a! and ~b!#.
When IiH , the MR effects are comparable in magnitude in
both samples indicating that the effect of the clusters is
weaker in this geometry @Fig. 4~c!#. On the other hand, we
have established by ferromagnetic resonance studies and
magnetization measurements that the magnetic properties of
the ensemble of ferromagnetic MnAs nanoclusters is very
similar for the three magnetic field orientations studied.
Therefore, the observed anisotropy of the magneto-resistance
for current direction IiH and I'H mainly reflects the differ-
ence in current path through the sample. This leads to a
variation of the degree of interaction between the free carri-
ers in the paramagnetic matrix and the ferromagnetic MnAs
nanoclusters. For I'H the current path through the sample is
extended due to the circular movement between two scatter-
ing events and the number of interactions between the free
carriers and the ferromagnetic clusters is enhanced.

The MR effects in the ~Ga,Mn!As/MnAs hybrids do not
only depend on the microscopic interaction mechanism be-
tween the free carriers in the paramagnetic semiconductor
host and the ferromagnetic MnAs clusters, but also depend
strongly on the transport geometry and the resulting current
path through the sample. The identification of the predomi-
nant microscopic scattering mechanisms leading to the ob-
served MR effects requires further investigations. Other
granular alloys where ferromagnetic clusters are embedded
in a diamagnetic ~metallic or insulating! matrix, at low vol-
ume fractions, always reveal large negative MR effects
only.11–15 Large positive MR effects ~referred to as extraor-
dinary MR! always occur in high-mobility diamagnetic semi-
conductors with diamagnetic metal inclusions.16,17 The ob-
servation of positive as well as negative MR effects in
paramagnetic-ferromagnetic granular hybrids3–8 suggests
that the paramagnetism of the matrix plays a major role in
the microscopic processes determining the MR effects.
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